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Reading free In custody anita desai [PDF]

touching and wonderfully funny in custody is woven around the yearnings and calamities of a small town scholar in the
north of india an impoverished college lecturer deven sees a way to escape from the meanness of his daily life when he is
asked to interview india s greatest urdu poet nur a project that can only end in disaster this book offers a culturally
specific reading of anita desai s in custody informed by indigenous practices and beliefs which enables global audiences to
access contemporary indian writing in english it shows that certain constants in multiple belief systems also allow points
of entry particularly in light of the internationalization of literatures in the post colonial period the author argues
that desai s novel configures the writer s view of and engagement with global society it exemplifies transnational
writings rooted in different canons which have always migrated mixed and mutated marta dvor�k investigates the
intertextual dialogue programmed into desai s novel which is part of the intercultural practices grounded in both
relativism and universalism houri bhabha she shows how literature encodes ideologies and how the ideologies are presented
through the cultural filter of the author s discourse conditioning readerly responses her study engages with the
hybridized narrative traditions of englishlanguage indian writing showing how narratives circulate from one culture to
another displacing the migrant symbols and myths through which our global society manufactures meaning ����������
����� ��� ���������� ��������� ����� �� �� ���������� ����������� ����������������� ��230�
����� preface 1 a short history of indian english novel 2 anita desai biographical details 3 anita desai a novelist with a
difference 4 major novels of anita desai 5 anita desai a psychological novelist 6 enduring popularity of anita desai as a
novelist 7 anita desai s art of plot characterization and prose style 8 female characters of anita desai 9 narrative
technique of anita desai 10 various critical comments on author and on the novel 11 in custody an introduction 12
chapterwise summary of the novel and critical comments 13 critical appreciation of the novel in custody 14 structure
and theme 15 deven sharma an unheroic hero 16 characterization 17 existentialism in anita desai s fiction 18 isolation and
alienation 19 thematic study of love and marriage 20 desai s use of irony 21 the language controversy 22 use of
symbolism and images 23 various episodes of the novel multiple choice questions true or false bibliography anita desai b
1937 indo english novelist the book is a pioneering study of its kind chronologically examining the novels of anita desai
mostly from a female point of view the book excels in formally analysing the character and situation relationship in the
overall context of the feminine phyche which it thoroughly examines the value of the book is immensely enhanced by a
consideration of anita desai s fictional technique dr gopal s formal method is not a closed universe but cross refers to
the social structure within which the situations manipulate characters and their destinies anita desai s work represents a
unique blending of the indian and the western her novels catch the bewilderment of the individual psyche confronted with the
overbearing socio cultural environment and the ever beckoning modern promise of self gratification and self fulfilment in
the face of this dual onslaught her protagonists male or female maya sita monisha and amla sarah nanda and raka bim and
tara devan baumgartner are seen poised rentalizingly at different junctures of the philosophic spectrum applying
sociological psychoanalytic structural and other approaches of formal textual analysis the essays in the present
anthology take a fresh look at established works revealing aspects of study hitherto unexplored offer critically
insightful probes into individual novels and explore the deployment of images symbols and other poetic devices besides
diverse narrative strategies an indispensable source book for students researchers and teachers of indian english and
commonwealth literature in general and fiction and anita desai in particular an insightful companion for research in
sociology and women studies contributed articles contributed articles contributed essays in recent years the indian
english literature has made conspicuous progress in all its forms mainly in fiction and poetry the present anthology aims
at presenting an in depth study of nineteen authors who are both established as well as upcoming writers toru dutt nissim
ezekiel jayanta mahapatra r c shukla rajendra singh mulk raj anand kamala markandaya amitav ghosh arundhati roy shashi
tharoor shiv k kumar shobha de intizar husain and mahesh dattani although the present anthology contains articles on
indian english poetry fiction and drama but fiction enjoys a prominent place since most of the authors included in the present
volume for discussion are prescribed in the english syllabus in the various indian universities it is hoped that both the
teachers and students will find the book extremely useful even the general readers who are interested in literature in
english will find it intellectually stimulating life spread in a pool around her low and bright lapping at her feet but then
quickly treachrously rising to her ankles to her knees she had to get out of it she had to life herself out before t rose to
her waist to her armpits if only they had not wrapped her in those long swaddlings as if she was a baby or a mummy these
long strips that went round her slipping over her eyes crossing over her nose making her breath stop so that she had to
gasp and clutch ad tear elements of oral strategies are used while producing written texts in order to make them more
interactional and participatory and elements of written strategies used in producing oral texts to give them the property
of integration in the verbal behaviour of the different groups the pressure involving parameters associated with orality
and literacy are realised in different proportions and strength about the book postcolonial english literatute that has
gained wide currency as a theoretical as well as critical approach to postmodernist literature in english owed much to
writings of chinua achebe and nadine gordimer who were the trendsetters since then it has been growing in rapid number and
many writers alongwith theorists like edward said gayatri chakravorty spivak bill ashcroft and homi k bhabha from
across the globe have started writing their theory as well as literature writers from africa and the caribbean south asia
mostly from indian subcontinent new zealand england and ireland are taking interest in this area of study now the area of
postcolonial english literature has become so broad and ever expanding that the task of encompassing it in an anthology
has become a tough work still the present anthology is an endeavour from the part of authors and contributors to
comprise the ever widening area of postcolonial english literature into twenty one well written chapters of different
perspectives which the authors hopefully see serve the window through which the glimpses of many unexplored regions of
this area of study will be caught about the editor dipak giri m a double b ed is a ph d research scholar in raiganj university
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raiganj uttar dinajpur w b he is working as an assistant teacher in katamari high school h s cooch behar west bengal he is
an academic counsellor in netaji subhas open university cooch behar college study centre cooch behar west bengal he was
formerly part time lecturer in cooch behar college vivekananda college and thakur panchanan mahila mahavidyalaya west
bengal and worked as a guest lecturer in dewanhat college west bengal he has the credit of qualifying u g c n e t two
times he has attended seminars on national and state levels sponsored by u g c along with this book on postcolonial
english literature he has also edited two books on indian english drama entitled indian english drama themes and techniques
and indian english novel entitled indian english novel styles and motives he is a well known academician and has published
many scholarly research articles in books and journals of both national and international repute his area of studies
includes post colonial literature indian writing in english dalit literature feminism and gender studies contributed articles
ray bradbury s fahrenheit 451 depicts a dystopian society where technology particularly in the form of mass media and
censorship plays a central role in controlling and manipulating the populace however the novel also explores the
paradoxical relationship between technology and human connection highlighting both its potential for liberation and its
capacity for oppression this research paper aims to analyze the multifaceted portrayal of technology in fahrenheit 451
examining its role in fostering isolation and conformity while also exploring its subversive potential as a tool for
resistance and introspection through a close reading of the novel s themes characters and narrative structure this paper
elucidates bradbury s nuanced commentary on the complex interplay between technology knowledge and freedom what does
13 year old nandita s disappearance have to do with the murder of a well known lawyer in a gated community as gowda
investigates he becomes embroiled in bangalore s child trafficking racket negotiating insensitive laws indifferent officials
and uncooperative witnesses he finds himself in a race against time to rescue nandita from one of the most depraved criminal
rings he has ever encountered anita desai and her novels have been an enigma for decades scholars critics researchers and
students have never stopped marvelling about supremacy of idea over matter in the works of this gifted novelist the
philosophical mood the realization of a grand design the presence of unsaid unarticulated realities all these have forever
teased the mind of the discerning reader in the present volume anita desai has been extensively and intensely probed as the
reader will see the thrust has been more on psychological and intellectual facets of her fiction rather than social
cultural or physical areas this is the trend of criticism these days and it is rightly so the fine subtleties the small but
significant turn of events the role of place in the formation of mental scene the vitality of characters the force of their
personalities the intricate of relationships all these have been examined and expressed in words that are at once easy to
understand as well as graceful to aesthetic sense terrains of consciousness emerges from an indian german swiss research
collaboration the book makes a case for a phenomenology of globalization that pays attention to locally situated
socioeconomic terrains everyday practices and cultures of knowledge this is exemplified in relation to three topics the
tension between terrain and territory in defoe s robinson crusoe as a pioneering work of the globalist mentality chapter 1
the relationship between established conceptions of feminism and the concrete struggles of women in india since the 19th
century chapter 2 the exploration of urban space and urban life in writings on india s capital from ahmed ali to arundhati
roy chapter 3 english heart hindi heartland examines delhi s postcolonial literary world its institutions prizes publishers
writers and translators and the cultural geographies of key neighborhoods in light of colonial histories and the
globalization of english rashmi sadana places internationally recognized authors such as salman rushdie anita desai
vikram seth and aravind adiga in the context of debates within india about the politics of language and alongside other
writers including k satchidanandan shashi deshpande and geetanjali shree sadana undertakes an ethnographic study of
literary culture that probes the connections between place language and text in order to show what language comes to
stand for in people s lives in so doing she unmasks a social discourse rife with questions of authenticity and cultural
politics of inclusion and exclusion english heart hindi heartland illustrates how the notion of what is considered to be
culturally and linguistically authentic not only obscures larger questions relating to caste religious and gender
identities but that the authenticity discourse itself is continually in flux in order to mediate and extract cultural
capital from india s complex linguistic hierarchies literary practitioners strategically deploy a fluid set of cultural and
political distinctions that sadana calls literary nationality sadana argues that english and the way it is positioned
among the other indian languages does not represent a fixed pole but rather serves to change political and literary
alliances among classes and castes often in surprising ways a study guide for anita desai s clear light of day excerpted
from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author
biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature project
trust novels for students for all of your research needs the new series studies in women writers in english is a grateful
acknowledgment of the contribution and public recognition of the emerging voice of women in the arena of literature during
the last few centuries and especially in the latter half of the twentieth century women writers across the globe have
made their distinctive mark with their own perception of life be it feminine or feminist or female the present volume the fifth in
the series introduces critique of work by women writers it bears evidence to the growing critical attention towards
authors writing outside the mainstream in america canada and especially in india the eighteen essays included in this fifth
volume of the series cover a wide spectrum of women writers across space and time the women writers discussed in this
volume include one from britain i e mary shelley one from america i e toni morrison the nobel laureate for literature in 1993
one from canada i e margaret laurence and a host of indian writers from an early pioneer like krupabai satthianadan to the
partition novelist bapsi sidwa as well as contemporary avant gardes like shashi deshpande anita desai shobhaa de manju
kapur and arundhati roy as well as the �migr� indian writer bharati mukherjee since most of the authors discussed in these
articles are prescribed in the english syllabus in the universities of india both the teachers and the students will find them
extremely useful and the general readers who are interested in literature in english and or women writers will also find
them intellectually stimulating most of the papers presented at various national and international seminars the book
presents a collection of research papers on indian english literature that are wide ranging in nature dealing with fiction
poetry drama and critical trends they cover earlier writers such as sri aurobindo and bhabani bhattacharya as well as
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recent ones such as shashi deshpande and manju kapoor there is also a brief survey of indian english novel since 1980 areas
such as decolonising english in india as well as the impact of american english on indian english have also been included
contemporary indian writings in english is a unique collection of some scholarly essays on the works of some eminent indian
writers writing in english this august group of indian writers includes anita desai khushwant singh rohinton mistry
arundhati roy etc the book represents a wide spectrum of critical responses to contemporary indian writings in english the
contributors to the volume comprises an august group of scholars and academies like dr suresh shukla dr p nayar dr joya
chakravarty dr indra nityanandam dr g d barche dr k ratna shiela mani dr savita goel dr k k john dr k v surendran dr neelam
tikkha prof indravadan purohit twinkle d manavar nila shah pradipsinh rathod and sheetal y thakore this volume will be of
great help to all those who wish to study indian writing in english in depth this book investigates what happens to the
english language when it seeks to accommodate india and what happens to india when it is accommodated within the
language of a far off european country it explores the work of writers from kipling to salman rushdie ghandhi to ruth
prawer jhabvala an indispensable collection of essays reflecting on the historical and cultural relevance of feminist
movements across the globe in these remarkably far reaching writings author and journalist valerie miner delivers a
complex and engaging volume of essential reading this book touches on topics ranging from suburban housewives to lesbian
identity to feminist thought miner provides an important perspective on the interrelated concepts of authorship gender
identity and social criticism included are examinations of the works of grace paley margaret atwood and may sarton
meditations on writing and reflections on the cultural legacy of feminism miner s insights are both perspicacious and
thought provoking written with profound passion and knowledge these tracts are of tremendous value to all readers
engaged with the politics of equality since the beginning of 2nd half of 20th century various critical theories came into
existence and every student and teacher of literature was influenced by those theories which were basically addressing the
demands of other social sciences but theoretical schools of western part of the world also inspired colonial and
postcolonial reimagining the present book employs many of those theories without being obscure or ambiguous the book
gets a wider value because the writer expresses his views reviews interviews and critical essays which are theory oriented
an extra value of the book is that author here also plays the role of a translator and last but not the least the
robust language plays a great job here and the domain is world literature after the pioneer works by scholars such as
naik narasimhaiah and mukherjee and the thirty years of silence which followed their ground breaking achievements the
companion appears on the scene striving to reinvigorate the tradition of panoramic studies of indian literature in english in
the intervening period indian fiction in english has become of paramount importance in the wide context of postcolonial
studies an emergent crop of novelists belonging to the so called new generation has colourfully paved the way towards
new artistic horizons re interpreting western derived literary models with inventive approaches complementary to their
role there is the articulate presence of a host of indian scholars who in recent years have significantly influenced the
course of this analysis and have vitally contributed to enlarging its scope well beyond the original boundaries of studies
in literary criticism the companion therefore addresses the exigencies of critics teachers and students alike all those who
need to find quick points of reference in this wide field of studies by relying on a team of authoritative collaborators and
specialists from all over the world great care was taken not only in selecting collaborators on the basis of their
specialisation but also taking into account their cultural background in relation to the author they were to discuss the
book in fact has been organised to have what have been deemed to be the most representative authors in indian fiction
discussed in an essay long chapter each structured to highlight crucial points such as biographical details novels and
critical reception each chapter includes a final bibliography complete with primary and secondary sources enabling the
scholar to have immediate orientation on various specific topics finally the book has an innovative section with synopses
of novels planned to allow our readers to immediately place the authors analysed within the panorama of indian fiction in
english the over 400 synopses included principally introduce works written by the novelists discussed at length in the
previous chapters but along with them it is also possible to find summaries of works by authors who although
contributing in a significant way to the development of forms and techniques do not feature in the first part the book
focuses on the representation of south asian life in works by four anglophone writers v s naipaul salman rushdie amitav
ghosh and anita desai concentrating on the intertwined topics of nationalism transnationalism and fundamentalism the
book addresses the dislocation associated with these phenomena offering a critical dialogue between these works and
contemporary history using history to interrogate fiction and fiction to think through historical issues despite all their
differences the works of these authors delineate the asymmetrical relations of colonialism and the aftermath of this
phenomenon as it is manifested across the globe the binary structures created by the colonial encounter undergo a process
of dialectical interplay in which each culture makes incursions into the other this dialogic interplay becomes the basis for
strategies that enable transnational and postcolonial writers to reimagine themselves and their world the book shows
for instance how naipaul articulates a sensibility created by multilayered identities and the remapping of old imperial
landscapes in the process suggesting a new dynamic of power relations in which politics and selfhood empire and
psychology prove to be profoundly interrelated how rushdie encourages a nationalist self imagining and a rewriting of
history that incorporate profound cultural religious and linguistic differences into our sense of identity how ghosh is
critical of the putative cultural and religious necessity to forge a unified nationalist identity arguing that no single
theory sufficiently frames the multiple inheritances of present diasporic subjectivities and how desai seeks to imagine a
responsible form of artistic social and political agency although transnationalism then can have positive effects which
have been celebrated in terms such as hybridity the book suggests why this sort of term too cannot be a stopping place
for our thinking about a world radically transformed by postcolonial struggles this book engages with current
developments in postcolonial research exploring notions of cultural transmission tradition and modernity authenticity
cross cultural aesthetics and postcolonial ethics the author considers the ethical responsibility of the postcolonial
intellectual enhancing our understanding of this topic through the concept of custodianship which may be defined as a
responsibility towards the other in forms of cultural and literary inheritance the author introduces custodianship as a
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central theme and a vital question for the committed intellectual today proposing original interpretations of major
postcolonial texts by key figures including anita desai gayatri chakravorty spivak mahasweta devi and arundhati roy
through close reading and historical analysis postcolonial custodianship reveals that a practice of custodianship has
always been an essential element of these writers ethical engagement yet in a way that has never been explored the author
contends that the question of custodianship should not be seen as a merely negative designation it is by redefining the very
meaning of custodianship that the ethical dimension of postcolonialism can be rediscovered indian literature in english
incorporates indian themes and experience in a framework that is a blend of indian and western aesthetics this often
confronts creative writers with a series of difficult choices involved in an intractable tight rope walking how the
literatures respond to the exacting requirement of making their experience fit an a priori mould is sought to be examined in
the present volume of this anthology aiming to capture in all its complex nuances the distinctive identity of indian english
literature as darshan and as a formal artistic construct against the background of the particular problems confronting
the creative writers the collection includes critiques of the foremost as well as the latest works of a number of writers
tagore sri aurobindo jayant mahapatra mulk raj anand r k narayan bhabani bhattacharya manohar malgonkar kamala
markandaya ruth prawer jhabwala anita desai arun joshi namita gokhale malayatoor ramakrishanan and makarand
paranjape affording fresh perspectives on popular works facilitating a through revision of cliched readings and incisive
studies of recent works the present volume steers indian english critical practice to a new direction
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A Reading Of Anitia Desai's In Custody 2009

touching and wonderfully funny in custody is woven around the yearnings and calamities of a small town scholar in the
north of india an impoverished college lecturer deven sees a way to escape from the meanness of his daily life when he is
asked to interview india s greatest urdu poet nur a project that can only end in disaster

In Custody 2011-12-20

this book offers a culturally specific reading of anita desai s in custody informed by indigenous practices and beliefs which
enables global audiences to access contemporary indian writing in english it shows that certain constants in multiple
belief systems also allow points of entry particularly in light of the internationalization of literatures in the post
colonial period the author argues that desai s novel configures the writer s view of and engagement with global society
it exemplifies transnational writings rooted in different canons which have always migrated mixed and mutated marta
dvor�k investigates the intertextual dialogue programmed into desai s novel which is part of the intercultural practices
grounded in both relativism and universalism houri bhabha she shows how literature encodes ideologies and how the
ideologies are presented through the cultural filter of the author s discourse conditioning readerly responses her study
engages with the hybridized narrative traditions of englishlanguage indian writing showing how narratives circulate from
one culture to another displacing the migrant symbols and myths through which our global society manufactures meaning

In Custody 1984

��������������� ��� ���������� ��������� ����� �� �� ���������� ����������� �������������
���� ��230������

Anita Desai, In Custody 2009

preface 1 a short history of indian english novel 2 anita desai biographical details 3 anita desai a novelist with a
difference 4 major novels of anita desai 5 anita desai a psychological novelist 6 enduring popularity of anita desai as a
novelist 7 anita desai s art of plot characterization and prose style 8 female characters of anita desai 9 narrative
technique of anita desai 10 various critical comments on author and on the novel 11 in custody an introduction 12
chapterwise summary of the novel and critical comments 13 critical appreciation of the novel in custody 14 structure
and theme 15 deven sharma an unheroic hero 16 characterization 17 existentialism in anita desai s fiction 18 isolation and
alienation 19 thematic study of love and marriage 20 desai s use of irony 21 the language controversy 22 use of
symbolism and images 23 various episodes of the novel multiple choice questions true or false bibliography

In Custody 1985

anita desai b 1937 indo english novelist

The Faces of Carnival in Anita Desai's In Custody 2008

the book is a pioneering study of its kind chronologically examining the novels of anita desai mostly from a female point of
view the book excels in formally analysing the character and situation relationship in the overall context of the feminine
phyche which it thoroughly examines the value of the book is immensely enhanced by a consideration of anita desai s
fictional technique dr gopal s formal method is not a closed universe but cross refers to the social structure within
which the situations manipulate characters and their destinies

����� 2009-12

anita desai s work represents a unique blending of the indian and the western her novels catch the bewilderment of the
individual psyche confronted with the overbearing socio cultural environment and the ever beckoning modern promise of self
gratification and self fulfilment in the face of this dual onslaught her protagonists male or female maya sita monisha and
amla sarah nanda and raka bim and tara devan baumgartner are seen poised rentalizingly at different junctures of the
philosophic spectrum applying sociological psychoanalytic structural and other approaches of formal textual analysis
the essays in the present anthology take a fresh look at established works revealing aspects of study hitherto
unexplored offer critically insightful probes into individual novels and explore the deployment of images symbols and
other poetic devices besides diverse narrative strategies an indispensable source book for students researchers and
teachers of indian english and commonwealth literature in general and fiction and anita desai in particular an insightful
companion for research in sociology and women studies
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Anita Desai's in Custody a Critical Appraisal 2014-12

contributed articles

Existential Dimensions in the Novels of Anita Desai 2007

contributed articles

A Critical Study of the Novels of Anita Desai 1995

contributed essays

Symbolism in Anita Desai's Novels 1991

in recent years the indian english literature has made conspicuous progress in all its forms mainly in fiction and poetry the
present anthology aims at presenting an in depth study of nineteen authors who are both established as well as upcoming
writers toru dutt nissim ezekiel jayanta mahapatra r c shukla rajendra singh mulk raj anand kamala markandaya amitav
ghosh arundhati roy shashi tharoor shiv k kumar shobha de intizar husain and mahesh dattani although the present
anthology contains articles on indian english poetry fiction and drama but fiction enjoys a prominent place since most of
the authors included in the present volume for discussion are prescribed in the english syllabus in the various indian
universities it is hoped that both the teachers and students will find the book extremely useful even the general readers
who are interested in literature in english will find it intellectually stimulating

The Novels of Anita Desai 2000

life spread in a pool around her low and bright lapping at her feet but then quickly treachrously rising to her ankles to
her knees she had to get out of it she had to life herself out before t rose to her waist to her armpits if only they had not
wrapped her in those long swaddlings as if she was a baby or a mummy these long strips that went round her slipping over
her eyes crossing over her nose making her breath stop so that she had to gasp and clutch ad tear

The Fiction of Anita Desai: From escapism to realism : a study of in custody 2002

elements of oral strategies are used while producing written texts in order to make them more interactional and
participatory and elements of written strategies used in producing oral texts to give them the property of integration in
the verbal behaviour of the different groups the pressure involving parameters associated with orality and literacy are
realised in different proportions and strength

Critical Essays on Anita Desai's Fiction 2000

about the book postcolonial english literatute that has gained wide currency as a theoretical as well as critical
approach to postmodernist literature in english owed much to writings of chinua achebe and nadine gordimer who were the
trendsetters since then it has been growing in rapid number and many writers alongwith theorists like edward said gayatri
chakravorty spivak bill ashcroft and homi k bhabha from across the globe have started writing their theory as well as
literature writers from africa and the caribbean south asia mostly from indian subcontinent new zealand england and
ireland are taking interest in this area of study now the area of postcolonial english literature has become so broad and
ever expanding that the task of encompassing it in an anthology has become a tough work still the present anthology is
an endeavour from the part of authors and contributors to comprise the ever widening area of postcolonial english
literature into twenty one well written chapters of different perspectives which the authors hopefully see serve the
window through which the glimpses of many unexplored regions of this area of study will be caught about the editor dipak
giri m a double b ed is a ph d research scholar in raiganj university raiganj uttar dinajpur w b he is working as an assistant
teacher in katamari high school h s cooch behar west bengal he is an academic counsellor in netaji subhas open university
cooch behar college study centre cooch behar west bengal he was formerly part time lecturer in cooch behar college
vivekananda college and thakur panchanan mahila mahavidyalaya west bengal and worked as a guest lecturer in
dewanhat college west bengal he has the credit of qualifying u g c n e t two times he has attended seminars on national
and state levels sponsored by u g c along with this book on postcolonial english literature he has also edited two books
on indian english drama entitled indian english drama themes and techniques and indian english novel entitled indian english
novel styles and motives he is a well known academician and has published many scholarly research articles in books and
journals of both national and international repute his area of studies includes post colonial literature indian writing in
english dalit literature feminism and gender studies
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Indian Women Novelists in English 2006

contributed articles

Indian English Literature 2007

ray bradbury s fahrenheit 451 depicts a dystopian society where technology particularly in the form of mass media and
censorship plays a central role in controlling and manipulating the populace however the novel also explores the
paradoxical relationship between technology and human connection highlighting both its potential for liberation and its
capacity for oppression this research paper aims to analyze the multifaceted portrayal of technology in fahrenheit 451
examining its role in fostering isolation and conformity while also exploring its subversive potential as a tool for
resistance and introspection through a close reading of the novel s themes characters and narrative structure this paper
elucidates bradbury s nuanced commentary on the complex interplay between technology knowledge and freedom

Musings on Indian Writing in English: Fiction 2003

what does 13 year old nandita s disappearance have to do with the murder of a well known lawyer in a gated community
as gowda investigates he becomes embroiled in bangalore s child trafficking racket negotiating insensitive laws indifferent
officials and uncooperative witnesses he finds himself in a race against time to rescue nandita from one of the most
depraved criminal rings he has ever encountered

The Best of Anita Desai (Clear Light of Day, Baumgartner's Bombay, In Custody
in One Pack) 1990

anita desai and her novels have been an enigma for decades scholars critics researchers and students have never stopped
marvelling about supremacy of idea over matter in the works of this gifted novelist the philosophical mood the realization
of a grand design the presence of unsaid unarticulated realities all these have forever teased the mind of the discerning
reader in the present volume anita desai has been extensively and intensely probed as the reader will see the thrust has been
more on psychological and intellectual facets of her fiction rather than social cultural or physical areas this is the
trend of criticism these days and it is rightly so the fine subtleties the small but significant turn of events the role of
place in the formation of mental scene the vitality of characters the force of their personalities the intricate of
relationships all these have been examined and expressed in words that are at once easy to understand as well as graceful
to aesthetic sense

Linguistic Differences in Speaking and Writing 2018

terrains of consciousness emerges from an indian german swiss research collaboration the book makes a case for a
phenomenology of globalization that pays attention to locally situated socioeconomic terrains everyday practices and
cultures of knowledge this is exemplified in relation to three topics the tension between terrain and territory in defoe s
robinson crusoe as a pioneering work of the globalist mentality chapter 1 the relationship between established
conceptions of feminism and the concrete struggles of women in india since the 19th century chapter 2 the exploration of
urban space and urban life in writings on india s capital from ahmed ali to arundhati roy chapter 3

Postcolonial English Literature: Theory and Practice 2002

english heart hindi heartland examines delhi s postcolonial literary world its institutions prizes publishers writers and
translators and the cultural geographies of key neighborhoods in light of colonial histories and the globalization of
english rashmi sadana places internationally recognized authors such as salman rushdie anita desai vikram seth and
aravind adiga in the context of debates within india about the politics of language and alongside other writers including k
satchidanandan shashi deshpande and geetanjali shree sadana undertakes an ethnographic study of literary culture that
probes the connections between place language and text in order to show what language comes to stand for in people s
lives in so doing she unmasks a social discourse rife with questions of authenticity and cultural politics of inclusion and
exclusion english heart hindi heartland illustrates how the notion of what is considered to be culturally and
linguistically authentic not only obscures larger questions relating to caste religious and gender identities but that the
authenticity discourse itself is continually in flux in order to mediate and extract cultural capital from india s complex
linguistic hierarchies literary practitioners strategically deploy a fluid set of cultural and political distinctions that
sadana calls literary nationality sadana argues that english and the way it is positioned among the other indian
languages does not represent a fixed pole but rather serves to change political and literary alliances among classes and
castes often in surprising ways
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Indian Writing in English 2024-04-21

a study guide for anita desai s clear light of day excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study
guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for
further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

"Bridging Boundaries: Multidisciplinary Research in Science, Commerce and
Humanities” 2016

the new series studies in women writers in english is a grateful acknowledgment of the contribution and public recognition
of the emerging voice of women in the arena of literature during the last few centuries and especially in the latter half of
the twentieth century women writers across the globe have made their distinctive mark with their own perception of life be
it feminine or feminist or female the present volume the fifth in the series introduces critique of work by women writers it
bears evidence to the growing critical attention towards authors writing outside the mainstream in america canada and
especially in india the eighteen essays included in this fifth volume of the series cover a wide spectrum of women writers
across space and time the women writers discussed in this volume include one from britain i e mary shelley one from america i
e toni morrison the nobel laureate for literature in 1993 one from canada i e margaret laurence and a host of indian
writers from an early pioneer like krupabai satthianadan to the partition novelist bapsi sidwa as well as contemporary
avant gardes like shashi deshpande anita desai shobhaa de manju kapur and arundhati roy as well as the �migr� indian
writer bharati mukherjee since most of the authors discussed in these articles are prescribed in the english syllabus in the
universities of india both the teachers and the students will find them extremely useful and the general readers who are
interested in literature in english and or women writers will also find them intellectually stimulating

Chain of Custody 2004

most of the papers presented at various national and international seminars

Critical Responses to Anita Desai 2021-10-01

the book presents a collection of research papers on indian english literature that are wide ranging in nature dealing with
fiction poetry drama and critical trends they cover earlier writers such as sri aurobindo and bhabani bhattacharya as
well as recent ones such as shashi deshpande and manju kapoor there is also a brief survey of indian english novel since
1980 areas such as decolonising english in india as well as the impact of american english on indian english have also been
included

Terrains of Consciousness 2012-02-02

contemporary indian writings in english is a unique collection of some scholarly essays on the works of some eminent indian
writers writing in english this august group of indian writers includes anita desai khushwant singh rohinton mistry
arundhati roy etc the book represents a wide spectrum of critical responses to contemporary indian writings in english the
contributors to the volume comprises an august group of scholars and academies like dr suresh shukla dr p nayar dr joya
chakravarty dr indra nityanandam dr g d barche dr k ratna shiela mani dr savita goel dr k k john dr k v surendran dr neelam
tikkha prof indravadan purohit twinkle d manavar nila shah pradipsinh rathod and sheetal y thakore this volume will be of
great help to all those who wish to study indian writing in english in depth

English Heart, Hindi Heartland 2015-09-15

this book investigates what happens to the english language when it seeks to accommodate india and what happens to india
when it is accommodated within the language of a far off european country it explores the work of writers from kipling to
salman rushdie ghandhi to ruth prawer jhabvala

A Study Guide for Anita Desai's Clear Light of Day 2006

an indispensable collection of essays reflecting on the historical and cultural relevance of feminist movements across the
globe in these remarkably far reaching writings author and journalist valerie miner delivers a complex and engaging volume
of essential reading this book touches on topics ranging from suburban housewives to lesbian identity to feminist thought
miner provides an important perspective on the interrelated concepts of authorship gender identity and social criticism
included are examinations of the works of grace paley margaret atwood and may sarton meditations on writing and
reflections on the cultural legacy of feminism miner s insights are both perspicacious and thought provoking written with
profound passion and knowledge these tracts are of tremendous value to all readers engaged with the politics of
equality
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Studies in Women Writers in English 2007

since the beginning of 2nd half of 20th century various critical theories came into existence and every student and teacher
of literature was influenced by those theories which were basically addressing the demands of other social sciences but
theoretical schools of western part of the world also inspired colonial and postcolonial reimagining the present book
employs many of those theories without being obscure or ambiguous the book gets a wider value because the writer
expresses his views reviews interviews and critical essays which are theory oriented an extra value of the book is that
author here also plays the role of a translator and last but not the least the robust language plays a great job here
and the domain is world literature

Indian Literature in English 2002

after the pioneer works by scholars such as naik narasimhaiah and mukherjee and the thirty years of silence which followed
their ground breaking achievements the companion appears on the scene striving to reinvigorate the tradition of panoramic
studies of indian literature in english in the intervening period indian fiction in english has become of paramount importance in
the wide context of postcolonial studies an emergent crop of novelists belonging to the so called new generation has
colourfully paved the way towards new artistic horizons re interpreting western derived literary models with inventive
approaches complementary to their role there is the articulate presence of a host of indian scholars who in recent years
have significantly influenced the course of this analysis and have vitally contributed to enlarging its scope well beyond
the original boundaries of studies in literary criticism the companion therefore addresses the exigencies of critics teachers
and students alike all those who need to find quick points of reference in this wide field of studies by relying on a team of
authoritative collaborators and specialists from all over the world great care was taken not only in selecting
collaborators on the basis of their specialisation but also taking into account their cultural background in relation to
the author they were to discuss the book in fact has been organised to have what have been deemed to be the most
representative authors in indian fiction discussed in an essay long chapter each structured to highlight crucial points such
as biographical details novels and critical reception each chapter includes a final bibliography complete with primary and
secondary sources enabling the scholar to have immediate orientation on various specific topics finally the book has an
innovative section with synopses of novels planned to allow our readers to immediately place the authors analysed
within the panorama of indian fiction in english the over 400 synopses included principally introduce works written by the
novelists discussed at length in the previous chapters but along with them it is also possible to find summaries of works
by authors who although contributing in a significant way to the development of forms and techniques do not feature in
the first part

Reflections on Indian English Literature 1998

the book focuses on the representation of south asian life in works by four anglophone writers v s naipaul salman rushdie
amitav ghosh and anita desai concentrating on the intertwined topics of nationalism transnationalism and fundamentalism
the book addresses the dislocation associated with these phenomena offering a critical dialogue between these works and
contemporary history using history to interrogate fiction and fiction to think through historical issues despite all their
differences the works of these authors delineate the asymmetrical relations of colonialism and the aftermath of this
phenomenon as it is manifested across the globe the binary structures created by the colonial encounter undergo a process
of dialectical interplay in which each culture makes incursions into the other this dialogic interplay becomes the basis for
strategies that enable transnational and postcolonial writers to reimagine themselves and their world the book shows
for instance how naipaul articulates a sensibility created by multilayered identities and the remapping of old imperial
landscapes in the process suggesting a new dynamic of power relations in which politics and selfhood empire and
psychology prove to be profoundly interrelated how rushdie encourages a nationalist self imagining and a rewriting of
history that incorporate profound cultural religious and linguistic differences into our sense of identity how ghosh is
critical of the putative cultural and religious necessity to forge a unified nationalist identity arguing that no single
theory sufficiently frames the multiple inheritances of present diasporic subjectivities and how desai seeks to imagine a
responsible form of artistic social and political agency although transnationalism then can have positive effects which
have been celebrated in terms such as hybridity the book suggests why this sort of term too cannot be a stopping place
for our thinking about a world radically transformed by postcolonial struggles

Contemporary Indian Writings in English 1989-11-07

this book engages with current developments in postcolonial research exploring notions of cultural transmission
tradition and modernity authenticity cross cultural aesthetics and postcolonial ethics the author considers the ethical
responsibility of the postcolonial intellectual enhancing our understanding of this topic through the concept of
custodianship which may be defined as a responsibility towards the other in forms of cultural and literary inheritance the
author introduces custodianship as a central theme and a vital question for the committed intellectual today proposing
original interpretations of major postcolonial texts by key figures including anita desai gayatri chakravorty spivak
mahasweta devi and arundhati roy through close reading and historical analysis postcolonial custodianship reveals
that a practice of custodianship has always been an essential element of these writers ethical engagement yet in a way
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that has never been explored the author contends that the question of custodianship should not be seen as a merely
negative designation it is by redefining the very meaning of custodianship that the ethical dimension of postcolonialism can
be rediscovered

Imagining India 2000

indian literature in english incorporates indian themes and experience in a framework that is a blend of indian and western
aesthetics this often confronts creative writers with a series of difficult choices involved in an intractable tight rope
walking how the literatures respond to the exacting requirement of making their experience fit an a priori mould is sought
to be examined in the present volume of this anthology aiming to capture in all its complex nuances the distinctive identity
of indian english literature as darshan and as a formal artistic construct against the background of the particular
problems confronting the creative writers the collection includes critiques of the foremost as well as the latest works
of a number of writers tagore sri aurobindo jayant mahapatra mulk raj anand r k narayan bhabani bhattacharya manohar
malgonkar kamala markandaya ruth prawer jhabwala anita desai arun joshi namita gokhale malayatoor ramakrishanan
and makarand paranjape affording fresh perspectives on popular works facilitating a through revision of cliched readings
and incisive studies of recent works the present volume steers indian english critical practice to a new direction

In custodia 2014-08-19

Rumors from the Cauldron 2002

Papers On Indian Writing In English2 Vols. Set Vol# 2 2023-04-01

Delving Into Different Literary Terrains 2004

A Companion to Indian Fiction in English 2013-10-15

The Fiction of Nationality in an Era of Transnationalism 2014-02-05

Postcolonial Custodianship 1996

Indian Writings in English
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